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Abstract
Traditional quantum-based evolutionary algorithms are intended to solve single-objective optimization problems or
multiobjective small-scale optimization problems. However, multiobjective large-scale optimization problems are
continuously emerging in the big-data era. Therefore, the research in this paper, which focuses on combining quantum
mechanics with multiobjective large-scale optimization algorithms, will be beneficial to the study of quantum-based
evolutionary algorithms. In traditional quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO), particle position un-
certainty prevents the algorithm from easily falling into a local optimum. Inspired by the uncertainty principle of posi-
tion, the authors propose quantum-enhanced multiobjective large-scale algorithms, which are parallel multiobjective
large-scale evolutionary algorithms (PMLEAs). Specifically, PMLEA-QDE, PMLEA-QjDE and PMLEA-QJADE
are proposed by introducing the search mechanism of the individual particle from QPSO into differential evolution
(DE), differential evolution with self-adapting control parameters (jDE) and adaptive differential evolution with op-
tional external archive (JADE). Moreover, the proposed algorithms are implemented with parallelism to improve the
optimization efficiency. Verifications performed on several test suites indicate that the proposed quantum-enhanced
algorithms are superior to the state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
Keywords: Quantum mechanics, Multiobjective large-scale optimization, Quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm
(QIEA), Large-scale optimization
1. Introduction1
The quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm2
(QIEA) combines the evolutionary algorithm (EA) and3
quantum computation, achieving a balance between4
exploration and exploitation [1]. Compared with EAs,5
QIEAs use the probability amplitude representation of6
qubits to encode chromosomes. The use of the quantum7
rotation gate update strategy allows QIEAs to converge8
more quickly [2]. Quantum gate updating is a key step9
in quantum evolutionary algorithms (QEAs). Xiong et10
al. [3] summarized the most commonly used quantum11
rotation gates. The superposition and entanglement of12
the quantum state provides QIEAs with the potential13
to apply parallelism in the process of evolution [4].14
Patvardhan et al. [4] proposed a parallel improved15
quantum inspired evolutionary algorithm (IQIEA-P)16
∗Corresponding authors.
with a high acceleration ratio for large-size quadratic17
knapsack problems, which have only one objective.18
In addition to single-objective optimization problem-19
s, many real-world problems need to optimize multiple20
conflicting objectives simultaneously. Problems with t-21
wo or three objectives are usually called multiobjective22
optimization problems (MOPs). Problems with more23
than three objectives are called many-objective opti-24
mization problems (MaOPs). Moreover, many practical25
optimization problems have hundreds of decision vari-26
ables [5, 6], which are referred to as large-scale opti-27
mization problems. Problems with two or three objec-28
tives and a large number of decision variables (usual-29
ly more than 100) are denoted as multiobjective large-30
scale optimization problems (MOLSOPs).31
Considering the excellent diversity characteristics of32
quantum systems, many studies have combined quan-33
tum computation with single-objective EAs and applied34
them to numerical optimization [7], combinatorial opti-35
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mization [8], production scheduling [9], vehicle routing36
[10], and other fields. Pavithr [11] proposed a hybrid37
quantum-inspired social evolutionary algorithm (QSE)38
that performed well on the 0-1 knapsack problem. Dahi39
et al. [12] proposed a quantum-inspired genetic algo-40
rithm (QIGA) with new quantum gates to address the41
antenna positioning problem. Alanis et al. [13] pro-42
posed a nondominated quantum optimization algorithm43
(NDQO) to optimize a multiobjective routing problem.44
Li et al. [14] proposed a quantum memetic algorithm45
(QMA) by introducing cultural evolution. Some schol-46
ars have combined differential evolution (DE) [15, 16]47
with quantum computation. Hu et al. [17] combined48
quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO)49
[18], DE and the tabu search algorithm [19], proposing50
the hybridized vector optimal algorithm QPSO-DET,51
which better balances the relationship between local52
search and global search. SaiToh et al. [20] showed that53
even with the introduction of quantum mutation oper-54
ators, the algorithm is sometimes prone to fall into lo-55
cal search. Therefore, a quantum crossover process that56
crosses all chromosomes in each generation was pro-57
posed. Based on QEAs, Ren et al. [21] proposed a hy-58
brid quantum differential evolution algorithm (HQDE)59
that updates quantum chromosomes by quantum differ-60
ential evolution (QDE) and quantum harmony search61
(QHS).62
However, quantum theory has rarely been applied to63
solve large-scale optimization problems. Ding et al.64
[22] proposed a single-objective quantum cooperative65
coevolution algorithm for attribute reduction (QCCAR)66
with respect to large data sets by combining the cooper-67
ative coevolutionary (CC) [23] framework with a QEA.68
Tian et al. [24] combined the QPSO algorithm with69
the CC framework and proposed the single-objective70
QPSO CC framework to solve large-scale optimization71
problems. They used the random decomposition strate-72
gy to separate the search space and used QPSO to op-73
timize each subgroup. Fang et al. [25] proposed a ran-74
dom selection decomposition strategy based on random75
dimension reduction to solve large-scale optimization76
problems and proposed the RSQPSO algorithm based77
on the QPSO and random selection strategy. The above78
three algorithms have applied the CC framework and79
QIEA for large-scale optimization but only been used80
for single-objective large-scale optimization problems.81
Traditional EAs have been applied in many fields82
[26, 27, 28], but their optimization performance sub-83
stantially decreases as the number of decision variables84
increases. Research on multiobjective large-scale EAs85
is both popular and difficult [29, 30, 31, 32]. Among86
these algorithms, the variable grouping and CC strategy87
are helpful in improving the optimization performance88
with respect to large-scale problems.89
Some scholars have combined quantum mechanic-90
s with multiobjective EAs. Kumari et al. proposed a91
quantum heuristic multiobjective differential evolution92
algorithm (QMDEA) [33] and a multiobjective quan-93
tum heuristic hybrid differential evolution algorithm94
(MQHDE) [34] to balance exploration and exploitation.95
All these methods have combined DE with a genetic al-96
gorithm (GA) and quantum computation to form mul-97
tiobjective frameworks, contributing to the balance be-98
tween convergence and diversity in multiobjective op-99
timization algorithms [35]. Li et al. [36] proposed100
the quantum behavioral discrete multiobjective particle101
swarm optimization (QDM-PSO) algorithm and applied102
it to a large-scale complex network clustering problem.103
Mouradian et al. [37] modeled task allocation for a large104
number of robots in a large-scale natural environment105
as a multiobjective problem and proposed the quantum106
multiobjective particle swarm optimization (QMOPSO)107
algorithm. Mousavi et al. [38] used a QEA to solve108
the computational complexity of coalition formation in109
large-scale unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) networks.110
Tang et al. [39] proposed a QPSO with memetic algo-111
rithm and memory (SMQPSO) algorithm to solve con-112
tinuous nonlinear large-scale problems.113
Distributed and parallel algorithms [40] can capital-114
ize on large numbers of computing resources and sub-115
stantially reduce algorithm time consumption, improv-116
ing algorithm efficiency [41]. Tan et al. [42] proposed a117
distributed coevolution multiobjective optimization al-118
gorithm. Cao et al. proposed a distributed paral-119
lel cooperative coevolutionary multiobjective evolution-120
ary algorithm (DPCCMOEA) [43] based on an im-121
proved variable analysis strategy and a distributed par-122
allel cooperative coevolutionary multiobjective large-123
scale evolutionary algorithm (DPCCMOLSEA) [44] to124
solve MOLSOPs. Both algorithms are based on a de-125
composition strategy in which the variables are broken126
down into groups, and each group is optimized by one127
subpopulation using the DE operator [15, 16]. Based on128
DPCCMOLSEA, we propose the parallel multiobjec-129
tive large-scale evolutionary algorithm(PMLEA) with130
either quantum-enhanced DE, quantum-enhanced dif-131
ferential evolution with self-adapting control parameter-132
s (jDE) or quantum-enhanced adaptive differential evo-133
lution with optional external archive (JADE), denoted134
as PMLEA-QDE, PMLEA-QjDE and PMLEA-QJADE,135
respectively.136
The contributions of the present study include the fol-137
lowing:138
2
1. We integrate the position update strategy based on139
the theory of quantum mechanics in QPSO into the140
DE operator of the DPCCMOLSEA framework to141
optimize the population.142
2. Based on jDE and JADE, we propose the variants143
PMLEA-QjDE and PMLEA-QJADE, in which the144
adaptive parameters are quantized.145
3. The integration of parallel operation based on the146
message passing interface (MPI) substantially re-147
duces the runtime of the quantum-enhanced algo-148
rithm.149
The organization of this paper is as follows. Sec-150
tion 2 introduces the large-scale MOPs and the QPSO151
algorithm. The proposed methodology is described in152
Section 3. Section 4 reports the experimental compari-153




MOPs in which the decision variable number is158
greater than or equal to 100 are called MOLSOPs. In159
general, an MOP with N decision variables and M ob-160
jective variables can be described as follows [34, 45]:161
min F(x) = ( f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fM(x)) ∈ R
M (1)
s.t. x = {x1, · · · , xN} ∈ Ω ⊂ R
N
where x is a decision vector in decision space Ω, N ≥162
100, and F(x) is an objective vector located in the ob-163
jective space, M ≤ 3.164
2.2. Quantum-behaved Particle Swarm Optimization165
The QPSO algorithm is based on the quantum poten-166
tial well model inspired by the principles of quantum167
mechanics. It establishes an attractive potential that af-168
fects the individuals in a population, in which each par-169
ticle is attracted by a quantum potential well whose cen-170
ter is located at its local attractor. The randomness of the171
particle position in QPSO improves its global search ca-172
pability.173
In standard particle swarm optimization (PSO) [46],174
each particle moves in an N-dimensional space accord-175















































sition vector, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NP} denotes the individual178
index, NP denotes the population size, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}179
denotes the variable index, g denotes the current gen-180
eration number, ω denotes the inertia weight, c1 and c2181
















is the best previous position of particle i and is re-183












is the best particle position in the pop-185
ulation and is called the global best location (gbest).186
Different from the particles in PSO, which are rep-187
resented by both position and velocity, only positional188
information is used to describe the particles in QPSO,189
and the local attractor of particle i is a random position.190
Specifically, for each dimension of particle i, the posi-191


























denotes a random number, and U (0, 1) de-193
notes a uniformly generated random number in [0, 1).194
Then, the whole particle position can be calculated, and195













































is the average of the pbest positions of all par-197
ticles in the j-th dimension, α denotes the contraction198




= U (0, 1) and u
g
i, j
> 0 is a random num-200
ber.201
3. The Proposed Quantum-enhanced Algorithm202
In QPSO, the randomness of the particle position203
causes it to have better global search capability. There-204
fore, inspired by the theory of position update in QP-205
SO and based on the DPCCMOLSEA framework, we206
propose PMLEA-QDE, PMLEA-QjDE and PMLEA-207
QJADE.208
DPCCMOEA [43] and DPCCMOLSEA [44] both re-209
ly on decomposition to solve MOLSOPs. In this sec-210
tion, we describe DPCCMOEA, DPCCMOLSEA, and211




In the first layer, the variables are decomposed into215
several groups, each of which is optimized by a subpop-216
ulation. In the second layer, each CPU core is responsi-217
ble for the evolution and evaluation of the individuals.218
3.1.2. Optimization219
Each individual relies on neighboring individuals or220
the whole subpopulation to share information. Howev-221
er, the individuals in each subpopulation are divided into222
multiple sets. To reduce the amount of communication,223
the set of individuals in each CPU core can obtain on-224
ly the information of the individual sets in the adjacent225
CPU cores. Each variable j of the partial trail vector226
traili, j is as follows:227
traili, j = pi, j + F ×
(
pa1, j − pa2, j
)
(7)
s.t. i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NP} , j ∈ S opt
where i is selected by the binary tournament method,228
pi is the decision vector, j is the index of the decision229
variable, a1 and a2 are randomly selected solutions, and230
S opt is the variable group for optimization with respect231
to the current CPU core.232
3.1.3. Crossover233
To evaluate the fitness, the remaining variables of the234
trail vector should be generated to form a complete so-235












pi, j if j < S opt ∧ r1 < 0.5
pb1, j if j < S opt ∧ r1 > 0.5 ∧ r2 ≤ 0.5
pb2, j otherwise
(8)
where r1, r2 = U (0, 1) are random numbers, and b1 and238
b2 are randomly selected solutions satisfying b1 , b2 ,239
i.240
3.1.4. Mutation241
The generated traili vector is mutated with the proba-242
bility of 1/N via polynomial mutation. Finally, the pop-243
ulation update refers to MOEA/D [47].244
3.2. DPCCMOLSEA245
3.2.1. Overall architecture246
In contrast to DPCCMOEA, in the second layer of247
DPCCMOLSEA, in each subpopulation, a master CPU248
core is responsible for the evolution of each subpopu-249
lation, while the computational burdens (i.e., the fitness250
evaluations) are shared across all the CPU cores.251
3.2.2. Optimization252
In DPCCMOEA, each subpopulation is separated to253
several sets, each of which is in the charge of one CPU254
core. Therefore, all individual sets are evolved in paral-255
lel. Different from DPCCMOEA, in DPCCMOLSEA,256
all individuals in each subpopulation are evolved in one257
corresponding master CPU core in serial, resulting in258
better utilization of the information between individuals259
in each subpopulation.260
3.2.3. Crossover261
Different from DPCCMOEA, which uses a fixed262
crossover rate, DPCCMOLSEA adopts an adaptive s-263
trategy [48]:264
CRi = GaussRand (µ1, 0.1) (9)
where CRi represents the crossover probability of the i-265
th individual and satisfies the Gaussian distribution with266
mean value of µ1 and a deviation factor of 0.1. The267
update of µ1 satisfies the following equation:268
µ1 = (1 − c) × µ1 + c ×meanA (S CR) (10)
where c is 0.1, meanA (S CR) returns the mean of all el-269
ements in the set S CR, and S CR stores the CR values of270
successfully evolved individuals.271
3.3. The Proposed Algorithm272
Although DE converges quickly, it can easily fall into273
local optima. In QPSO, the bound-state particles de-274
scribed by the probability density function can appear275
in any interval throughout the feasible solution space276
with a certain probability. Based on the above consid-277
erations, we integrate the theory of position updating in278
QPSO into DE and its variants (jDE and JADE). The279
proposed quantum-enhanced algorithms are detailed as280
follows.281
3.3.1. Parameter quantization: PMLEA-QDE282
Considering the establishment of an attractive poten-283
tial that affects individuals in the population, the δ po-284
tential well field produces a better effect [18]. To deter-285
mine the exact position of the individual, the quantum286
state must be collapsed to the classical state; then, the287
particle position is measured by a Monte Carlo stochas-288
tic simulation. Each variable of an individual moves in289
an one-dimensional δ potential well centered at point p290
[18], and its position can be calculated via the following291
stochastic equation:292





where L is the feature length of the δ potential well, and293
u = U (0, 1) ∧ u , 0. The above results can be extended294
to the N-dimensional space. The basic evolution equa-295



















It is proven that in an N-dimensional space, the nec-297
essary and sufficient condition for the position of indi-298
vidual i evolved through the above process to converge299
























The necessary and sufficient condition for the posi-303
tion of an individual to converge in probability to the at-304
tractor is limk→∞ L
g
i, j
= 0. Accordingly, to make the in-305




causes convergence to 0. Therefore, the average best307
position p
g
ave, that is, the average of the best positions of308





























































where α is the CE coefficient, and u
g
i, j




0 is a random number.314
When optimizing the population by DE, the scaling315
factor F is a key coefficient in the optimization process.316
If F is too large, then it contributes to population di-317
versity but the convergence is slow, reducing the search318
efficiency. In contrast, F that is too small causes prema-319




(i = 1, 2, . . .NP) produces a mutation vector. The321
mutation strategies include DE/rand/1, DE/current-to-322




















th variation vector generated in the g-th generation, and326
r1, r2, r3 ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,NP} are random numbers with r1 ,327
r2 , r3 , i, and Fi is the mutation scale factor in (0, 1],328
being fixed or varied with evolution.329
The principle of individual evolution in QPSO is inte-330
grated to the DE optimization process. In the quantum-331





























































= U (0, 1) denotes a random number.334
3.3.2. Adaptive parameters with quantum: PMLEA-335
QjDE and PMLEA-QJADE336
jDE [51] and JADE [48] are representative337
parameter-adaptive algorithms that can adjust both338
the crossover probability CR and the scaling factor F.339
Both jDE and JADE have achieved good optimization340
results on the standard test suites.341
In jDE, before each generation, F and CR are updated342
using the following equations [51]:343
Fi =
{





r3 if r4 < τ2
CRi otherwise
(19)
where r j = U (0, 1) ( j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) are random num-344
bers, and τ1 and τ2 are parameters.345
By quantization, the final scale factor in use, F′
i
, in346
PMLEA-QjDE is as follows:347
F′i =
{
ln [1/ui] × Fi if r5 ≤ 0.5
− ln [1/ui] × Fi otherwise
(20)
where r5 = U (0, 1) is a random number.348
JADE uses a parameter strategy based on statistical349
learning in which F and CR are dynamically adjust-350
ed according to previous successful experiences [48].351
Specifically, CR is updated as follows:352
CRi = GaussRand (µ1, 0.1) (21)
µ1 = (1 − c) × µ1 + c ×meanA (S CR) (22)
where CRi obeys the Gaussian distribution with mean353
of µ1 and a standard deviation of 0.1, c is a constant in354
(0, 1), meanA(·) denotes the usual arithmetic mean, and355
S CR records the crossover probabilities CRi that enable356
5
the corresponding offsprings successfully entering the357
next generation.358
The scaling factor F is updated as follows:359
Fi = CauchyRand (µ2, 0.1) (23)
µ2 = (1 − c) × µ2 + c ×meanL (S F) (24)
where Fi obeys the Cauchy distribution with location360
parameter of µ2 and a scale parameter of 0.1, c is a con-361
stant in (0, 1), and meanL(·) denotes the Lehmer mean.362
The scaling factor Fi that enables the corresponding363
offspring to successfully enter the next generation is364
recorded in S F .365
The strategy for quantizing Fi in PMLEA-QJADE is366
the same as in PMLEA-QjDE:367
F′i =
{
ln [1/ui] × Fi if r6 ≤ 0.5
− ln [1/ui] × Fi otherwise
(25)
where r6 = U (0, 1) is a random number.368
4. Experimental Results and Analysis369
4.1. Experimental Setup370
We compared the proposed quantum-enhanced al-371
gorithms PMLEA-QDE, PMLEA-QjDE, and PMLEA-372
QJADE with PMLEA-DE, PMLEA-jDE, PMLEA-373
JADE, PMLEA-PSO, PMLEA-QPSO, the coopera-374
tive coevolutionary generalized differential evolution375
3 (CCGDE3) algorithm [52], the multiobjective evo-376
lutionary algorithm based on decision variable anal-377
yses (MOEA/DVA) [53], MOEA/D [47], cooperative378
multiobjective differential evolution (CMODE) [54],379
nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II)380
[55], weighted optimization framework-based speed-381
constrained multiobjective PSO (WOF-SMPSO) [56],382
large-scale multiobjective competitive swarm optimizer383
(LMOCSO) [57], large-scale multiobjective optimiza-384
tion framework (LSMOF) [58] and DPCCMOEA [43].385
What should be mentioned is that, for multiobjective386
optimization with PMLEA-QPSO, there is not a glob-387
al best individual simultaneously considering all objec-388
tives, and the central position averaging all personal best389
individuals may not contribute to the optimization of390
MOPs, therefore, in Eqs. 4 and 5, Gg and Cg are two391
distinct individuals, different from individual i, random-392
ly selected in the niche or the whole population.393
For the DE operator, we set F and CR, respectively,394
to 0.5 and 1.0; for the jDE and JADE operators, F and395
CR were both initially set to 0.5. CCGDE3 used a fixed396
grouping strategy, and the number of groups was set to397
2, each of which are optimized by NP/2 individuals. In398
CMODE, 3 subpopulations were used when there were399
3 objectives, and 2 subpopulations were used for 2 ob-400
jectives. In addition, the size of each subpopulation was401
20, and the archive sizes were 100 and 120 for 2 and402
3 objectives, respectively. In MOEA/DVA, the repeti-403
tion numbers of control variable analyses and interde-404
pendence analyses were set to 20 and 6, respectively. In405
DPCCMOEA, the above values were set to 20 and 1,406
which is the same for all PMLEA algorithms, and the407
group size threshold was set to 111, while it was 100 in408
all PMLEA algorithms. In MOEA/DVA, DPCCMOEA,409
all PMLEA algorithms, and MOEA/D, the niche size,410
the replacement limit of offspring individuals, and the411
probability of selecting a parent individual from niche412
were set to 0.1 × NP, 2, and 0.9, respectively.413
MOEA/DVA and NSGA-II used simulated binary414
crossover (SBX) and polynomial mutation. MOEA/D,415
MOEA/DVA, DPCCMOEA and all PMLEA algorithm-416
s used polynomial mutation. The distribution indices of417
SBX and polynomial mutation were both set to 20, the418
crossover probability of SBX was 1.0, and the polyno-419
mial mutation probability was 1.0/N.420
The distributed parallel structure of the proposed al-421
gorithms was implemented via MPI and was tested on422
the Tianhe-2 supercomputer using a total of 72 CPU423
cores. All the comparison algorithms optimized each424
test instance for 20 times. In the experiments, we425
used the following test suites: DTLZ [59], WFG [60],426
LSMOP [61] and MaOP [62]. The numbers of variables427
in the DTLZ and WFG test problems were 200 and 300,428
respectively, for 2 and 3 objectives. For the 2-objective429
and 3-objective LSMOP instances, there were 206 and430
307 variables, respectively. The number of variables in431
MaOP2 was 300, and the number of objectives was 3.432
We set the population size to 100 for algorithms with433
two objectives and 120 for algorithms with three objec-434
tives. The number of fitness evaluations was N × 104.435
4.2. Performance Measurement436
Algorithm performance was measured by the invert-437
ed generational distance (IGD) [63, 64], which compre-438
hensively measures the convergence and distribution of439
a generated Pareto front (PF). The IGD is defined as fol-440
lows:441
IGD (P, P∗) =
∑




where P is the point set uniformly sampled on the real442
PF, |P| is the cardinality of set P, P∗ denotes the Pare-443
to solution set obtained by the optimized algorithm, and444































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DTLZ1 OBJ2 DIM200 0.002088626 0.003897537 0.04239312 0.029408533 0.00379159 0.00468736 1003.406583 616.1178447 44.47922058 0.00228169 0.016089766 0.010430225 2.545419854 0.322173084 0.002243638 363.9020117 0.002857475
DTLZ2 OBJ2 DIM200 0.003962248 0.003962274 0.003962268 0.003962273 0.003962256 0.003962279 0.495750902 0.004139474 0.004429535 0.004360842 0.005073273 0.003963892 0.004020412 0.003962295 0.005164346 0.003975439 0.00509713
DTLZ3 OBJ2 DIM200 0.004701186 0.005773431 0.007641549 0.009350826 0.008017119 0.006057534 3154.660993 2498.220851 8.340008267 0.005274935 0.033437566 0.008424056 2.42287943 0.215650816 0.004965715 502.3598191 0.005840367
DTLZ4 OBJ2 DIM200 0.003962273 0.003962232 0.003962242 0.003962237 0.003962234 0.003962235 0.855051731 0.521002531 0.410285924 0.00436082 0.078823882 0.003963655 0.004039368 0.003962292 0.005199681 0.040872964 0.005170641
DTLZ5 OBJ2 DIM200 0.003962252 0.003962272 0.003962269 0.003962276 0.003962257 0.003962278 0.499209087 0.004166437 0.004441294 0.00436085 0.005073272 0.003963749 0.004020412 0.003962294 0.005148535 0.003973987 0.005134977
DTLZ6 OBJ2 DIM200 0.177945919 0.078418803 0.101617367 0.118037797 0.151098733 0.10683858 85.96020306 0.00695701 0.004363507 32.63978502 2.143515854 0.003963344 0.003962245 0.00396673 0.005246118 0.003962262 0.00582253
DTLZ7 OBJ2 DIM200 0.005490612 0.005488959 0.005489146 0.005488893 0.005489047 0.00548895 0.210586009 0.004453356 0.246570448 0.006539698 0.00542319 0.005524645 0.00548916 0.005489039 0.049056182 0.02839576 0.443024999
DTLZ1 OBJ3 DIM300 386.4608212 291.2319967 599.2731884 317.8985895 253.6516648 293.3638362 1485.153821 263.6166657 251.5372332 0.017785163 75.81964796 145.2086576 294.6028285 259.9408876 14.97411308 520.0826899 1368.252975
DTLZ2 OBJ3 DIM300 0.046791473 0.04674174 0.046760854 0.046740389 0.046757795 0.04673947 4.948585084 0.048320948 0.049869268 0.046713656 0.06527194 0.047048248 0.048281674 0.046761849 0.07215715 0.046807113 0.168333925
DTLZ3 OBJ3 DIM300 238.6522841 131.8279829 375.7900119 239.2788294 149.055259 174.7218579 2673.494982 719.3394218 436.3399128 0.047037235 31.96586412 104.8384879 478.9310625 477.9365544 2.088308844 1162.527811 39.64065528
DTLZ4 OBJ3 DIM300 0.046788522 0.046744708 0.046767202 0.04674245 0.046757391 0.046743665 1.612952183 0.307361313 0.502670163 0.049170596 0.065651491 0.047652249 0.047901163 0.046772897 0.066258829 0.295157158 0.154562965
DTLZ5 OBJ3 DIM300 0.01699633 0.016995984 0.016995967 0.016995985 0.016995917 0.01699603 3.643932706 0.003543877 0.018727002 0.018670471 0.004828363 0.016866995 0.017006291 0.016996074 0.00690476 0.028619585 0.0204066
DTLZ6 OBJ3 DIM300 0.053934206 0.042710966 0.031725574 0.022745961 0.031145931 0.034220235 156.7070152 18.41243853 0.018700599 52.07665714 65.62259904 0.016869305 0.017000589 0.018474823 0.004541466 0.028908575 0.004361799
DTLZ7 OBJ3 DIM300 0.073879312 0.073911746 0.073951231 0.073945562 0.073898842 0.073923297 1.268760969 0.058408785 0.252420613 0.075671907 0.066951653 0.073977572 0.073981414 0.074044339 0.081096256 0.200172806 0.799999399
WFG1 OBJ2 DIM200 0.685438703 0.329655028 0.5831579 0.378709538 0.727640801 0.328272622 1.29657094 0.090290274 1.21409339 1.024874453 0.324364384 0.480444262 1.09631096 0.945062898 1.173390379 0.96458305 0.02385789
WFG2 OBJ2 DIM200 0.034847151 0.035752034 0.030442621 0.035422199 0.022143213 0.024099899 0.25061727 0.10762162 0.033181551 1.145233567 0.184983373 0.029408866 0.054763163 0.052552902 0.021443471 0.065156777 0.013206724
WFG3 OBJ2 DIM200 0.042353075 0.025945526 0.02396932 0.028441104 0.02754705 0.023308903 0.293108191 0.085406504 0.032686421 1.128082276 0.092094149 0.02970188 0.043916281 0.05542859 0.029746147 0.061368269 0.0487054
WFG4 OBJ2 DIM200 0.015485831 0.013370275 0.014660398 0.01311633 0.01345554 0.012822253 0.166289546 0.023344185 0.068299357 1.349776066 0.018651367 0.017713489 0.018184855 0.016303384 0.031051623 0.017736864 0.017317326
WFG5 OBJ2 DIM200 0.065211229 0.063570416 0.064160121 0.064011956 0.064055762 0.063305557 0.08458947 0.062460661 0.068414284 0.54804995 0.065628544 0.069392495 0.066653969 0.065108244 0.063967634 0.064932141 0.025908695
WFG6 OBJ2 DIM200 0.013000073 0.013157312 0.012887952 0.013296985 0.013532142 0.013258261 0.296283474 0.013678107 0.016865719 1.35109091 0.019352078 0.012856693 0.015647976 0.012981612 0.017679513 0.018067169 0.021202868
WFG7 OBJ2 DIM200 0.012219716 0.012220063 0.012219686 0.012219216 0.012219544 0.012219563 0.241179529 0.012742253 0.011691608 1.37170142 0.016449063 0.01222569 0.01279448 0.012233099 0.018831524 0.013709211 0.01661036
WFG8 OBJ2 DIM200 0.046985609 0.043250477 0.041563646 0.042631402 0.044277994 0.046054922 0.285366141 0.061719298 0.081955761 1.356007291 0.047368806 0.053388326 0.050943793 0.052864099 0.048766359 0.067963363 0.038070549
WFG9 OBJ2 DIM200 0.015711835 0.01526049 0.015659095 0.014894123 0.015317312 0.015134659 0.172090923 0.02766218 0.023780334 1.391257921 0.026816948 0.018845377 0.018859184 0.015631589 0.024970528 0.032460496 0.016390173
WFG1 OBJ3 DIM300 0.968864981 0.708713239 0.868145366 0.713727208 1.032071992 0.817551446 1.771142017 0.98819022 1.348973711 2.542213431 1.28792875 1.59941439 1.040826024 1.152600268 1.316221968 1.372466185 1.57855374
WFG2 OBJ3 DIM300 0.183401842 0.190007304 0.194264969 0.196624598 0.176654958 0.184833762 0.630461486 0.215225245 0.286705167 0.203555608 0.334809044 0.21561709 0.258711995 0.199580577 0.198318149 0.297549732 0.205349615
WFG3 OBJ3 DIM300 0.112510662 0.128235056 0.126191695 0.141378371 0.084302156 0.093445361 0.483324967 0.184853254 0.17912599 0.078962619 0.185599933 0.16237527 0.095763563 0.146710293 0.055761246 0.222445421 0.093735661
WFG4 OBJ3 DIM300 0.195787268 0.19156549 0.193474785 0.191134621 0.191298915 0.193480887 0.828577507 0.213191389 0.238860762 0.197158074 0.295702495 0.196304612 0.205527932 0.199302863 0.305018454 0.210849564 0.329953818
WFG5 OBJ3 DIM300 0.211416974 0.208686011 0.210871398 0.208755731 0.210589479 0.208646458 0.535813255 0.224679722 0.21811877 0.203909555 0.275668836 0.218180785 0.211947549 0.211056236 0.284420476 0.213149772 0.252663574
WFG6 OBJ3 DIM300 0.189329299 0.189292708 0.189358727 0.189311569 0.189340533 0.189295297 1.395395041 0.193300585 0.191267186 0.189464899 0.254333746 0.189857345 0.203673637 0.189363476 0.275103491 0.205393272 0.242270803
WFG7 OBJ3 DIM300 0.189486485 0.189497439 0.189518307 0.18951689 0.189575508 0.189538308 0.882100089 0.193692221 0.210489459 0.189012192 0.264209785 0.192036263 0.20290145 0.18944378 0.258665633 0.205993993 0.33858256
WFG8 OBJ3 DIM300 0.236135683 0.235152749 0.235892849 0.233296965 0.236174043 0.236743198 0.895984972 0.238768085 0.273794007 0.228582964 0.293222588 0.247743325 0.241567796 0.238946108 0.284494675 0.216951125 0.575999256
WFG9 OBJ3 DIM300 0.218592418 0.215573786 0.214410577 0.219371776 0.21773806 0.220247737 0.694204715 0.232529152 0.208901788 0.202111708 0.291723442 0.218659814 0.213474212 0.21578303 0.246377922 0.208141798 0.284671889
LSMOP3 OBJ2 DIM206 7.005908079 7.361660026 1.258758083 1.414691135 0.486008939 0.410116107 114.7531486 7.322371631 1.334863805 0.681258589 0.85875914 0.419015199 14.36160461 8.210356189 0.859813176 0.70710807 1.354053085
LSMOP6 OBJ2 DIM206 0.440161754 0.457627519 0.432122155 0.433196895 0.451397961 0.440856872 290.8234493 0.491828277 0.546215024 0.431916207 0.578481326 0.573743295 0.474733076 0.43506646 0.035526209 0.459523217 0.369318611
LSMOP3 OBJ2 DIM307 1.397418248 1.423409824 0.667814998 0.721408578 0.433195669 0.420998767 19.56388796 3.765370587 0.625228001 0.60831204 0.68678749 1.576548905 1.45409706 1.753105585 0.852571242 0.422210439 0.860717391
LSMOP6 OBJ2 DIM307 1.603398313 1.438718859 1.73095939 1.599899101 1.425281635 1.209051412 728.4863863 3.288035193 2.17752726 7.41286974 0.92532105 1.046371769 1.002720343 1.508917057 0.933697427 1.126726567 1.256966494
MaOP2 OBJ3 DIM300 0.212360645 0.20289491 0.090216673 0.089920909 0.092868501 0.091776921 736.9293743 0.117632583 0.102552483 0.09175609 2.501291402 0.434932841 0.201916816 0.138096762 43.59859211 1.068328047 105.8004428
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(a) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective DTLZ1

































(b) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective DTLZ1
































(c) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective DTLZ3































(d) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective DTLZ3































(e) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective DTLZ6































(f) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective DTLZ6
Figure 1: IGD evolution curves for different algorithms on the 2/3-objective DTLZ1, 3 and 6 functions.
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(a) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective WFG4

































(b) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective WFG4































(c) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective WFG6































(d) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective WFG6































(e) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective WFG9

































(f) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective WFG9
Figure 2: IGD evolution curves for different algorithms on the 2/3-objective WFG4, 6, and 9 functions.
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Figure 3: IGD evolution curves for different algorithms on the 3-objective MaOP2 function.
































(a) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective LSMOP3

































(b) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective LSMOP3































(c) Comparison of algorithms on 2-objective LSMOP6

































(d) Comparison of algorithms on 3-objective LSMOP6
Figure 4: IGD evolution curves for different algorithms on the 2/3-objective LSMOP3 and LSMOP6 functions.
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Table 2: The algorithm ranking via the nonparametric
Friedman tests with respect to the average IGD values
on the DTLZ, WFG, LSMOP and MaOP test suites
Algorithm Ranking Final Ranking
PMLEA-QJADE 5.0811 1
PMLEA-JADE [48] 5.4324 2
PMLEA-QDE 5.7838 3
PMLEA-QjDE 5.8919 4
PMLEA-jDE [51] 6.3243 5
PMLEA-DE [15] 7.2432 6
DPCCMOEA [43] 8.2973 7
PMLEA-QPSO [18] 8.5676 8
MOEA/DVA [53] 9.4324 9
WOF-SMPSO [56] 9.4595 10
PMLEA-PSO [46] 10.1892 11
LSMOF [58] 10.2703 12
CMODE [54] 10.7838 13
LMOCSO [57] 11 14
NSGA-II [55] 11.2162 15
MOEA/D [47] 11.3243 16
CCGDE3 [52] 16.7027 17
Table 3: The algorithm ranking via the nonparametric
Friedman tests with respect to the average IGD values
on the DTLZ and WFG test suites
Algorithm Ranking Final Ranking
PMLEA-QDE 4.9688 1
PMLEA-QJADE 5.25 2
PMLEA-JADE [48] 5.4062 3
PMLEA-QjDE 5.6875 4
PMLEA-jDE [51] 6.2812 5
PMLEA-DE [15] 6.7188 6
DPCCMOEA [43] 8.125 7
PMLEA-QPSO [18] 8.2188 8
WOF-SMPSO [56] 9.875 9
MOEA/DVA [53] 9.9688 10
PMLEA-PSO [46] 10.125 11
LSMOF [58] 10.4688 12
CMODE [54] 10.4688 12
MOEA/D [47] 11.5938 14
LMOCSO [57] 11.5938 14
NSGA-II [55] 11.5938 14
CCGDE3 [52] 16.6562 17
Table 4: The algorithm ranking via the nonparametric
Friedman tests with respect to the average IGD values
on the LSMOP test suite
Algorithm Ranking Final Ranking
PMLEA-QJADE 4 1
WOF-SMPSO [56] 4.75 2
PMLEA-JADE [48] 5.75 3
LMOCSO [57] 5.75 3
MOEA/DVA [53] 6.75 5
LSMOF [58] 7.25 6
NSGA-II [55] 7.5 7
PMLEA-jDE [51] 7.75 8
PMLEA-QjDE 8.75 9
DPCCMOEA [43] 8.75 9
MOEA/D [47] 10.5 11
PMLEA-DE [15] 10.5 11
PMLEA-PSO [46] 11 13
PMLEA-QDE 11.25 14
PMLEA-QPSO [18] 11.5 15
CMODE [54] 14.25 16
CCGDE3 [52] 17 17
on the 3-objective MaOP2 test function. PMLEA-492
QjDE performs the best, followed by PMLEA-jDE and493
MOEA/DVA, while CCGDE3 performs the worst.494
5. Conclusions495
Based on the DPCCMOLSEA framework, we496
proposed a series of quantum-enhanced algorithms:497
PMLEA-QDE, PMLEA-QjDE and PMLEA-QJADE.498
We combined parameter quantization and the DE op-499
erator to optimize the population. Moreover, in op-500
timizers of jDE and JADE, the adaptive parameters501
are enhanced by quantization. We used the multiob-502
jective test suites DTLZ, WFG, LSMOP and MaOP503
to compare the quantum-enhanced algorithms to oth-504
er state-of-the-art multiobjective algorithms and ranked505
the algorithms using nonparametric tests. The result-506
s showed that PMLEA-QJADE, PMLEA-QjDE and507
PMLEA-QDE achieve better optimization results than508
the other algorithms. The adoption of parallel operation509
in the MPI environment greatly reduced the time con-510
sumption of the algorithms. In future work, we will in-511
troduce the theory of quantum mechanics into differen-512
t stages of multiobjective large-scale EAs and propose513
new parameter-adaptive methods to improve the opti-514
mization efficiency. We will also use the improved mul-515
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